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Above is a painting by Spanish artist Augusto Ferrer-Dalmau
showing Bernardo de Gálvez and his troops fending off a British
counter attack in one of the battles during the siege of Pensacola in
1781. The Navarra Regiment (red & white) had the most number
of troops. Also shown are troops of the Louisiana Regiment (blue &
white) and the 2nd Company of Catalonian Volunteers (blue & blue).
There is an interesting article in Spanish showing the painting
and the article mentions our organization “Granaderos de Gálvez”.
In that article, you can also hover your cursor over the various
troops and information pops up about those troops. The article can
be found at: http://www.abc.es/cultura/arte/abci-galvez-tomapensacola-1781-lienzo-augusto-ferrer-dalmau201511161523_noticia.html
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Next Meeting: Wednesday, January 6
Royal Inn Oriental Cuisine Restaurant
5440 Babcock Rd ~ Dinner at 6:30 ~ Meeting at 7:30
Guest Speaker: Marec Béla Steffens
Topic: Imagine Gálvez Singing – An Opera about Gálvez

Update on the Gálvez Opera Project
by Marec Béla Steffens

‘Imagine Gálvez singing,’ I wrote in the previous newsletter. Well, we don’t yet have a
single sheet of music for him to sing from. But we will get there. We do now have a
composer. And not simply ‘a’ composer, but ‘the’ composer I dreamed of having: Mary Carol
Warwick. She had nine operas performed so far, in the U.S. and abroad, some of them
bilingual English-Spanish. She has learned her trade from a great master, Carlisle Floyd. It is
almost two years ago that I heard a choir piece by her in a concert in her presence. I
buttonholed her right after the concert, and kept chasing her for almost two years, telling her
(to the point of being a nuisance, I’m afraid), I am a librettist, I have various ideas, I want to
write an opera text for you. The epic siege of Warwick Castle I called my endeavour. And
now, enter General Gálvez, known expert in taking forts – and he did the trick!
I had a reading from my forthcoming book a couple of days ago, Mary Carol Warwick
attended it, and afterwards we had a short but intense session. We went through my libretto
together, and she told me, here I want more, there I need less – and that’s exactly how these
things work. I know it from music history, and I experienced it in my collaboration with a
German composer for whom I wrote three libretti.
Hear excerpts from my libretto, work in progress as it is. Meet Gálvez, his wife Felicité, his
faithful collaborator Oliver Pollock in debtor’s prison, French playwright (and arms smuggler
for the sake of liberty) Beaumarchais, Gálvez’s cousin the aspiring writer Maria Rosa, and
British governor Chester who is not amused that Gálvez, while Spain is still neutral, turns a
blind eye to those ‘lawless banditti’ who plunder English ships and sell their booty in New
Orleans. Meet these historic figures on their way to become part of the Gálvez opera – with
your support.
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Granaderos y Damas de Gálvez – San Antonio Chapter Officers
Governor (& Editor of La Granada): Joe Perez / jperez329@satx.rr.com
Deputy Governor: Ricardo Rodriguez / tejano1845@aol.com
Secretary: Briana Perez / briana_rosa_perez@yahoo.com
Treasurer: Elizabeth Perez / eperez329@satx.rr.com

Happy Birthday
January Babies

Jan 8
Briana Perez
Susan Thonhoff Rodriguez
Kate Bolcar
Jan 9
Olga Lizcano
Jan 11
Zena Reynoso
Jan 14
Jesse Guerra
Jan 23
Reyna Araiza
Jan 30
Stan Bradford

This is a friendly reminder to those who haven’t yet paid
their membership dues that dues are currently due and
delinquent after December. Your membership dues allow our
chapter to continue functioning. Please send your dues of
$30/member to Treasurer Elizabeth Perez at 2714 Lovelace
Blvd, San Antonio TX 78217.

Speaker Schedule
2016
(January – May)

January: Marec Béla Steffens

A reading of the libretto for the Gálvez opera.

February: Richard Whynot

Fort Niagra, Guardian of the American Heartland

March: Armendina Sifuentes

Concepcion Chali Gotari de Losoya, Resident and
Eyewitness to 1836 Battle of the Alamo.

April: Jimmy Peet

Felipe Rocha de la Portilla, First Empresario

May: Jack Cowan
White Slavery

Dues Reminder

Every year, our chapter
collects children’s toys at our
Christmas party and donates
them to the San Antonio
Children’s Shelter.
This year, once again,
we made Christmas a little
brighter for many children.
Betty and James Salinas with
Joe Perez presented the toys
to the Children’s Shelter on
behalf of our chapter.

Member’s Choice Award

Granadero Jesse O. Villarreal, Sr.
won another award for his book
“Rosters of Tejano Patriots of the
American
Revolution
1776-1783”,
which is his second book.
Jesse was presented the award by
the Tejano Genealogy Society of Austin
who honored him with their Member’s
Choice Award for 2015.
Congratulations, Jesse!

7 Things
You Probably
Didn’t Know
About Alabama

The website, al.com, operated by the
Alambama Media Group, combines news from
various resources in Alabama. On July 3,
2014, it published an article by Kelly Kazek on
a list of 7 Things You Probably Didn’t Know
About Alabama’s Ties to the American
Revolution. First on the list is shown below.

~~~~~

1. Many people don't realize two
Revolutionary War battles were fought in
Alabama: one in 1780 and one in 1781.
Yep, they occurred in what is now
downtown Mobile. Of course, at the time of the
battles, the land was not called Alabama. It
was in West Florida.
In 1780, Fort Charlotte, built 60 years
before by the French, was under the control of
the British. In support of the colonies, Spain
had entered the war in 1779. On March 10,
1780,
Spanish
General
Bernardo
de
Gálvez attacked the fort, seeking control of the
important port town and thwart the British
threat to its Louisiana colony, according to
ExploreSouthernHistory.com.
For three days the battle raged until, on
March 13, the British surrendered, retreating to
Pensacola. Gálvez had plans to follow and
attack the British in Pensacola but was unable
to raise reinforcements. Instead, on Jan. 7,
1781, British forces moved in to attempt to
recapture Fort Charlotte in Mobile. The Brits
were quickly defeated, again retreating to
Pensacola.
Fort Charlotte, called Fort Conde under
French rule and Fort Carlotta under Spanish
rule, was demolished in the 1800s but a
smaller replica of Fort Conde was built on its
foundation and is now a tourist attraction. Visit
MuseumofMobile.com for more information.

“Let it be recognized frankly that
neither France nor Spain entered the
struggle for the Independence of the
American Colonies from pure altruism.
Nations have always acted for reasonsof-state as they do to this day. But this
is not to say that the participation of
these
two
countries
did
not
substantially contribute to the winning
of Independence.
The story of the contribution of
France has often been told. But what of
the contribution of Spain? That story
has been sadly and inexplicably
neglected.”
- Buchanan Parker Thomson

Spain: Forgotten Ally of the American Revolution
pp. 13-14, The Christopher Publishing House, 1976

The Gálvez Cup Award

The New Orleans Hispanic Heritage
Foundation presented its Gálvez Cup Award to
three local artists at their 2015 Silver Jubilee
Azúcar Ball. Read more about this award at:
http://blog.nola.com/new_orleans/2015/12/azuc
ar_ball_honors_3_new_orlea.html

AND NOW FOR THE REST OF THE STORY THAT CHANGED HISTORY – PART II

THE ILL-FATED COLONY, FORT, AND FRENCH EXPLORER
RENÉ-ROBERT CAVELIER, SIEUR DE LA SALLE
By Rueben M. Perez

In the first part of the story we
discussed French explorer René-Robert
Cavelier, Sieur de La Salle’s vision to
establish a French colony at the mouth of
the Mississippi River. Through a navigation
miscalculation,
he
overshoots
the
Mississippi River by 400 miles and the
expedition landed in Spanish Texas at
Matagorda Bay on February 20, 1685. From
the beginning, the expedition was plagued
with misfortunes starting on July 24, 1684,
when four ships left La Rochelle, France, Carte de la Nouvelle France et de la Louisiane nouvellement decouverte
with almost 300 people, including 100 dediée au Roy I’an 1683. Creator: Louis Hennepin, 17th century, 1683,
courtesy Yale University Press, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript
soldiers, 6 missionaries, 8 merchants, and Library, No known restrictions
over a dozen women and children. La Salle’s
ketch Saint Francois carried a full load of supplies, provisions, and tools to establish a colony;
unfortunately, Spanish privateers captured the ship, leaving La Salle three remaining ships. When the
ships entered Matagorda Bay, the Aimable a store ship was grounded on a sandbar at the mouth of the
bay at Pass Cavallo and sunk. Several disenchanted crew and colonists, along with an engineer returned
to France with Captain Beaujea on the man-of-war ship Le Joly. Beaujeau after completing his mission in
escorting the expedition returned to France, leaving La Salle the last remaining ship La Belle. Misfortunes
continued to plague La Salle during a short exploration expedition. The La Belle battered by storms, sank
to the bottom of Matagorda Bay in 1686. The destruction of La Salle’s ship left the settlers stranded on
the Texas coast, with no hope of help in sight for the French colony, now reduced to 180 settlers.

BUT THE STORY DOESN’T END HERE, NOW FOR THE REST OF THE STORY…

The location of the settlement La Salle established is on the right bank of the Garcitas Creek in southern
Victoria County. Often referred today as Fort St. Louis, initially the settlement had no name and was referred
to as “the habitation on the Riviére aux Boeufs [Buffalo River] near the bay of Saint Louis.” The present day
location of the settlement established by La Salle is five miles above the Garcitas creek mouth in Lavaca Bay.
The first identification of the site was made over 300 years ago when Spanish general Alonso de Leon located
the French settlement, located eight cannons belonging to the French, and buried them when he left.
Map of Fort Saint Louis dated 1689 as drawn by
one of the members of the Spanish expedition
identifying what the site looked liked
The map shows the river, structures and location
of the cannons. The map was included in Alonso De
Leon Relacion y Discursos de Descubrimiento in
1690. Public Domain, copyright has expired.

Housing for the settlers was practically non-existent and supplies to build them limited. Timbers were cut
down and hauled to the colony for shelter. In addition, the settlers removed timbers and supplies from the
wrecked ship Aimable to use in the settlement. Henri Joutel later wrote, “I can testify that [this work] caused
the death of more than thirty people, as much from the punishment they received as from the affliction.” A
house of four rooms was built consisting of thin planks for the roof and covered in bison hides. One of the
rooms was for La Salle, another for the Récollet fathers, persons of rank, and a room for storage. One of the
huts built by the priests served as a chapel for the settlers.
The two-story building was used by La Salle and a
small Christian chapel built below was the first house of
worship on Texas soil that was not located on the Rio
Grande. The first European marriage took place in the
chapel and the first European birth recorded for the colony
was christened in what they called “Church of the
Wildwood”.
Picture is by Charles Shaw, courtesy of the Texas
Historical Commission.
Lodgings for the soldiers, workmen, women and girls were made of logs or stakes, side by side, with
plastered clay and soil, and thatched roofs made from reeds. The Chapel of Fort Saint Louis was probably used
during the twelve-day celebration of Christmas between 1688 and 1689.
La Salle continued his explorations in hopes of locating the Mississippi River. The first journey was to the
far west and down to the Rio Grande to present day Langtry. La Salle made two other attempts going east to
find the river and to seek help. On the second attempt going east, he made it to East Texas near the Hasinai
villages. Seventeen men including La Salle were on the expedition when they were camped near present day
Navasota. The men started to quarrel over the division of buffalo meat and that night killed La Salle’s nephew
and two other men. The following day La Salle was killed, along with two men. Another two men were killed
shortly thereafter and two men left the expedition to join the Caddo Indians. Henri Joutel led the remaining
six men back to Canada and eventually returned to France. King Louis was informed about the lost settlement
and La Salle, but did not send aid to the colony.
In January 1687 when La Salle left the colony on his expeditions, the numbers of settlers remaining were
less than 50 of 180 earlier. Many settlers died from Karankawa Indian attacks, disease, malnutrition, unknown
poisoned food sources, hostile environment, and even alligators in Garcitas Creek that killed a settler and
caused havoc. Gabriel Minime, Sieur de Barbier, physically challenged, was left in charge of the 23 remaining
colonists consisting of women and children, disabled, or those who were in La Salle’s disfavor. In Joutel’s
journal he describes seeing 5,000 to 6,000 bison at a time, the colonist’s small gardens, La Salle’s moods,
brutal behavior and his assassination.
Jean Baptiste Talon provides another eyewitness account and the Indian massacre of Christmas 1688
which spared only the children. Madame Barbier gave birth to the first European child recorded in Texas.
Barbier and the child (known only as Baby Barbier) were saved by an Indian woman during the massacre. The
Indian males cruelly killed the baby of a few months and mother when they returned back to the village.
Following the dreaded massacre, only a few of the children survived. A young boy named Jean Baptiste Talon,
his two younger brothers, an older sister, another a young lad and a previously orphaned Parisian named
Eustache Bréman were saved and reared by some compassionate native women.

On April 22, 1689, General Alonso de León, leading a
troop from Coahuila, came upon the ruined settlement
and discovered six houses, no defensive walls and eight
cannons without cannon balls. The Spaniards burned the
buildings and buried the cannons. They were discovered
over 300 years later by archeologists from the Texas
Historical Commission where Alonso de León had buried
them.
General Alonso de León, April 22, 1689 after finding the colony writes, “Three leagues down the creek we
found it. Having halted with the forces about an arquebus-shot away, we went to see it, and found all the
houses sacked, all the chests, bottle-cases, and all the rest of the settlers' furniture broken; apparently more
than two hundred books, torn apart and with the rotten leaves scattered through the patios-all in French. We
noted that the perpetrators of this massacre had pulled everything [the colonists] had out of their chests, and
divided the booty among themselves; and that what they had not cared for they had torn to pieces, making a
frightful sack of all the French possessed.” He goes on to report, “We found three dead bodies scattered over
the plain. One of these, from the dress that still clung to the bones, appeared to be that of a woman. We took
the bodies up, chanted mass with the bodies present, and buried them. We looked for the other dead bodies
but could not find them; whence we supposed that they had been thrown into the creek and had been eaten by
alligators.”
Jean-Baptiste Talon, nine-years-old, is credited with telling the story of the brutal end of La Salle’s ill-fated
colony earlier known as “Riviere aux Boeufs or Fort Saint Louis. Talon describes the horrible massacre of
Christmas 1688 while watching his mother fall before his eyes and killed by the Karankawas. Jean Baptiste and
Bréman were later rescued by the Teran de los Rios expedition in 1691. Jean was one of the five children who
lived among the Indians and taken to Mexico to live as servants in the house of Viceroy Conde de Galve.
The demise of René-Robert Cavelier, Sieur de La Salle’s vision of establishing a French colony on the
mouth of the Mississippi did not come to fruition, however what he left behind are everlasting. The little
colony struggled through hardships and heartbreaks, never achieving the status as a real fort with only
cannons facing out the four corners without cannonballs, nor being called “Fort Saint Louis”. The colony’s
claims to fame are that of the first Christian house of worship in Texas not situated on the Rio Grande, the first
recorded European marriage in Texas and what is believed to be the first European birth baptismal in Texas.
La Salle’s intrusion into Texas gave the Spanish impetus for further exploration and settlement of the Gulf
region. The Spanish, still skeptical of a French invasion, under the provincial governor of Marqués de San
Miguel de Aguayo established the presidio Nuestra Senora de Loreto de la Bahía in 1722 on the site of the
former La Salle colony.
Although his life was cut short, La Salle’s vision and accomplishments were critical in the shaping of North
America. He explored the Great Lakes region and Ohio and Mississippi valleys, blazing a trail to the mouth of
the Mississippi on the Gulf shore in 1682. In the name of France, he laid claim to this vast territory, equivalent
to roughly one-third of today’s United States, naming it La Louisiane in honor of the French monarch, Louis IV.
Later, in 1803, the United States acquired much of that land from France. La Salle is truly a person who
changed history.
(References on next page.)
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Things You May Have Missed On The Internet

The US Embassy commemorates Galvez’s contribution to its
independence
This is an interesting recent article from this online magazine.
http://thediplomatinspain.com/en/the-us-embassy-commemorates-galvezs-contribution-to-itsindependence/
The Haunted Bernardo de Gálvez Painting This is an article on a website about the paranormal.
http://paranormaljunkie.net/the-haunted-bernardo-de-galvez-painting/
Haunted Gálvez Tour All Year ‘Round
This piece on Chron.com is another article about the haunted Gálvez painting at
the Hotel Gálvez in Galveston. Tours are now given throughout the year.
http://www.chron.com/life/holidays/article/Haunted-Galvez-tours-now-all-year-round-6596348.php

This is a news interview about the Battle of Baton Rouge shown on WBRZ Channel
2 in Baton Rouge found at: http://www.wbrz.com/videos/battle-of-baton-rouge-1779

This is an interesting article about Sgt. Maj. Eli Valenzuela, Army National Guard Senior Enlisted
Adviser giving a speech to the Combined Arms Center and he mentions Bernardo de Gálvez.
http://www.ftleavenworthlamp.com/article/20151008/NEWS/151009354

